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Who, Where, Why?
Session Goal

EXPERIENCE FLOW
“We compete for social status, and the key advantage in this struggle is the ability to influence others. Reason, in this view, evolved to help us spin, not to help us learn. So if you want to change people’s minds, Haidt concludes, don’t appeal to their reason. Appeal to reason’s boss: the underlying moral intuitions whose conclusions reason defends.”
About Okaloa

okaloa.com
Welcome to Fight Club
Let’s Start the Experience!

Experience is the teacher of all things.

~ Julius Caesar
Ready for an Experience
Getting to Know Each Other
Teaming Up
Learning through Experience
Team In Denial
Team One
Welcome to Fight Club

The 1st Rule of Fight Club is...

The 2nd Rule of Fight Club is...

The 3rd Rule of Fight Club is...
Ending the Debate of Scrum vs Kanban with the Kanban Guide for Scrum Teams

Adam Hsu, Organizational Coach, JPMorgan Chase & Co.

https://youtu.be/Oi5qJWuB5mE
Contact Me

linkedin.com/in/adamhsuakt
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#kanban #xp2019

kanbanese.com